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Abstract
Increasing needs for enhancing productivity and profitability, as
well as demands for traceability, are requiring strict and efficient
tools to monitor all kind of deviations during the manufacturing
process. To cope with the needs of the wire & cable production
environment, time and length stamped tracking as well as accurate
management of all available data are essential.
Production plants are filled with sensors, measurement gauges and
testing equipment. The generated data is enormous but their
comparison and analysis is rendered difficult due to the various
formats that must be handled. The CIQ (Computer Integrated
Quality management system) software developed by AESA
combines all those data into a single datapool under a unique format
so that tracked values can be compared not only globally but also on
a discrete level where the element or part of a cable that has been
assembled and sheathed at a given moment can be traced.
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1. Introduction
CIQ is a specific quality data management system especially
developed with, and for, cable manufacturers. CIQ networks all
measuring and testing devices into one common system and stores
all the acquired data in a central datapool. This enables all the
entities involved in managing the production to have direct and near
real time access to process and testing data. The acquisition of time
tracking and length-associated measurement values is of pivotal
importance, as well as the management of all the available data.
Tracked values shall be comparable not only on a global level but
also on a discrete or individual level in order to allow for the
checking of which segments of a wire or cable have been combined.

2. The manufacturing environment is
rapidly changing
During the past 50 years, all manufacturing industries have been
following the same trend towards efficiency improvement coupled
with overall cost reduction, increase of productivity, and the
introduction of quality management systems. Several concepts have
been implemented for this purpose, such as the one promoted by
Edward Deming. The main mottos are connected with continuous
improvement, lean manufacturing, six sigma and/or other quality
development strategies. What connects all those schemes is the need
for accurately measuring and analysing data. How to implement a
“Plan-Do-Check-Act” process, if no accurate data is available? How
to evaluate the results of actions and implement improvements,
without measurable feedback loops?
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But this has only been the starting point. The pace of the changes in
the production environment has increased by tenfold since the
industry entered into the “digital age”.
This new “period” is requiring and leading to the interconnection
and integration of systems (production islands, quality islands), the
evaluation of massive amounts of data, the optimization of the
complete value chain by narrowing, or even merging, the
interactions between producers, distributers, sellers and customers.
The global life cycle of a product, including basic R&D and product
development, is being shortened and made transparent to many
internal and external stakeholders.
Industry 4.0 is today’s buzzword. It includes the requirement
derived by above trends along with the generation of additional
indirect needs such as: security for employees or systems (IT),
adaptability of the value chain and of production processes to
address the specific needs of various customer segments.
All the requests for enhanced productivity, profitability and control
and/or traceability, are requiring the use of efficient tools to monitor
the fulfilment of product specifications and to track any deviations
occurring during the manufacturing process. Multiple solutions are
available but most of them are dedicated to the manufacturing of
single or “countable” amounts or parts. Very few are able to cope
with the specific needs of the wire & cable production environment
with time and length stamped tracking coming along with an
accurate and efficient management of a massive amount of data.
If the target is also to further improve the quality of the end product,
it is essential that the tracked values can be compared not only on a
global level but also on a discrete level where we can check which
segment or portion of a wire has been assembled with another and
later jacketed into a cable. If a product is found defective: on which
line was each wire produced, when, what raw material, what batch
number, what tolerances, what machine set-up parameters, what
deviations during the manufacturing process,...? All those questions
should find an answer in order to track down and fix the problem.
Once the root cause has been corrected, here comes the next
question: do I still have products containing the same issue within
my stock? Do my customers have some of it waiting to be buried
underground or to be installed within a building? How can I
mitigate the risk of additional costs?
Today’s production plants are filled with many sensors,
measurement gauges and testing equipment using a wide range of
inspection technologies. The generated data is enormous and their
comparison and analysis is rendered difficult due to the various
formats that can be found. The CIQ system enables to combine all
data into a single datapool and format, providing consolidated
reporting, traceability, including global evaluation functionalities. It
meets the constant growing requirements needed by the
digitalization of the cable manufacturing industry.
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3
3. The pla
ace of CIQ
Q within the
e IT
environ
nment and
d the mana
agement
infrastrructure off the produ
uction plan
nt
C
CIQ is finding iits place within a complete prooduction environnment.
O
Often factories are already equuipped with exttensive ERP or MES
rresource planninng systems. It was developed to close the m
missing
llink between ERP (Enterprrise Resource Planning) / MES
((Manufacturing Execution Systtem) and the shoop floor, thankss to its
ccapability to hanndle:
1.

Produuct traceability

2.

Qualiity control

3.

Data aacquisition

4.

Proceess Managementt

5.

Perforrmance Analysiis

T
Those capabillities are tradditionally part of normal MES
ffunctionalities but
b without thee specificities of the wire and cable
iindustry. Markeet is offering multiple
m
IT soluutions supportinng the
m
management off cable production processes. T
These solutions, often
ccomplex in struucture, are basedd on standard m
modules developed for
ggeneral purposees and are covvering most of the central funnctions
nneeded by ordinnary manufacturring industries.

Figure 2. Interffacing and integration of th
he CIQ within IT
infrastrructure

Thhe possible intterfaces with existing EDP (Electronic D
Data
Proocessing) structuures include:
1.

Measurring and inspecttion systems

2.

Other EDP (Electroonic Data Proocessing) systeems
M Dynamics oor self-made ER
RP systems ussing
(SAP, MS
Oracle oor MS SQL-Serrver, …)
At any m
manufacturing oor testing stage, data can be loadded
from othher EDP system
ms such as mateerial data or dessign
values (tolerances). Recciprocally, it is possible to uplooad
mple about prooduction status of
control data, for exam
intermeddiate and finaal products oor about mateerial
consumpption.

3.

Creation of outputs in
n different file fformats ( .xls, ..txt,
.csv, xm
ml, …)
Multiplee reporting feattures enabling the generation of
reports aand evaluations in different file formats for furtther
processiing by other softtware.

4.

Integrattion of existing documents and
d files
Existingg documents (work instrucctions, standarrds,
drawinggs) can be integrrated and displayyed by the systeem.
Documeents (such as E
Excel files) can be read and thheir
content pprocessed.

5.

Data exxchange
CIQ feaatures flexible im
mport and expoort functions. U
User
defined data can be trannsferred in custoomizable forms aand
exchangged with variouss other databasess.

6.

Commu
unication via VP
PN / Internet aand Intranet
Alarm m
messages can bee transmitted viia e-mails. If V
VPN
networkk connections arre available, all eevaluation featuures
and supeervision systemss are remotely accessible.

Figure 1. Po
osition of the CIQ system w
within a “sma
art”
factory e
environment
F
For the manufaccturing of any goods
g
produced on a length basis, the
ssituation is som
mewhat specific: most of the daata to be processsed is
nnot related to discrete quantitties, but to lenngth and/or pacckages
((reels, coils, booxes,…). Addittionally, accuraate time stampiing is
nneeded for the optimal
o
traceabiility of each seggment of lengthh. This
sspecific type off data is not handdled by traditionnal ERPs. This m
means
tthat for cable m
manufacturing, specialized funnctional modulees are
rrequired to com
mplete the quaality and perforrmance manageement
ttoolbox.
C
CIQ 3.0 has bbeen developed in a modular way in order to be
aadaptable to prroducer’s needs. Drivers and iinterfaces for a wide
rrange of measuuring systems aand most comm
mon ERPs havee been
ddeveloped. Thuus, a simple, effficient, and costt effective integgration
w
within any existting production pplant is possiblee.
C
CIQ has an oppen architecture enabling data exchange with other
ssystems and dattabases as well as
a the import annd/or export of ddata in
ccommonly usedd formats (see Fiigure 2).
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A seamless integrration of producction and qualiity data within the
RP is more annd more requiired by industtries having deeep
ER
tracceability needss such as in thhe aerospace oor the automottive
inddustry. And Inddustry 4.0 will only acceleratee the pace of tthis
trannsformation.
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meeasurement and ttesting instrumeents (see Table 11) used in the caable
inddustry. It also integrates a great variety of electrical aand
meechanical testinng procedures in accordance to most of the
appplicable standardds and test speciifications.
In order to allow
w for a complette traceability, it is importantt to
esttablish a link bbetween processs and testing data. Hence, itt is
reccommended to capture the onnline data at alll the steps of the
prooduction chain, i.e. from the reeception of raw
w materials and the
sem
mi-finished stages until the shippment of the finiished products ((see
Figgure 4).
Figure 3. General interrface of CIQ w
within the ERP
P
dataflo
ow with a focu
us on manufac
cturing data
C
CIQ eliminates the limitations oof the ERP and M
MES in term off CAQ
((Computer Aidded Quality) byy interconnectinng all the enteerprise
rresources and aallowing to regrooup, centralize aand synchronizee with
eeach produced cable segmentts all the proceess and qualityy data
ggenerated duringg manufacturingg.

4
4. CIQ 3.0
0 in the pro
oduction ffloor
C
CIQ has been sspecifically desiigned for lengthh and time assoociated
m
measurement annd value acquissition. The inteerfaces of the system
hhave been addapted to accoommodate moost commonly used

Daata exchange wiith the supply cchain monitoringg systems shalll be
inteegrated into all processes takinng place on the shopfloor. Thiss is
thee prerequisite for an optimized uuse and traceability of the ingooing
maaterials towards hhigh quality for the outgoing prroducts.
Hoowever, testing aand measuremennt instruments are
a often specificc to
onee particular m
machine or devvice and are using their own
o
inccorporated dataa acquisition tools which performance aand
stan
andards are suppplier-related. Thhis means that measurements are
maade in disconneccted individual “quality
“
islands””.
Maaximum benefitt from the data generated by aall these devicess is
achhievable only if
i those “blackk boxes” are cconnected togetther
thrrough the entiree company netw
work, thus alloowing for a gloobal
oveerview of thhe situation and corresponnding producttion
perrformance.

Fig
gure 4. The roles of CIQ as well as ERP a
and MES with
hin the factory
y floor
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Table 1. Exa
amples of testting instruments and syste
ems
that can be iintegrated in CIQ
















proocess conformitty and to drivee process optim
mization initiatiives
gennerating producttivity improvem
ments and cost saavings.

Mechaniccal dimensions gauges such ass callipers or pprofile
projectorss
Diameter,, ovality, thickneess and eccentriccity gauges
Camera systems for ccross section and wall thicckness
measurem
ments
Weight sccales
Friction annd adhesion testter
Force andd elongation meaasurement gaugees
Various tyypes of manual hhandheld system
ms
Low and H
High-frequencyy cable measurinng devices
High-volttage testers
Optical Tiime Domain Reeflectometer (OT
TDR)
Tensile teesters
Resistance and insulationn measuring equiipment
Transfer iimpedance evaluuation
Screeningg attenuation testting
Various “Type Approval”” tests

Figure 5. The SoftDLC process data
a flow and
improveme
ent process

4
4.1 Process
s data acquisition modu
ule SoftDLC
S
SoftDLC is a CIIQ module dedicated to “in-linee” process moniitoring
aand data acquissition. It has beeen developed to gather eventts and
ccontinuous dataa streams and it allows dispplaying them dduring
rrunning producttion processes.
B
By capturing annd visualizing pprocess data in real time, trendds and
ddeviations can be identified aat an early stagge of manufactturing.
T
Therefore, preventive or correcctive actions cann be taken beforre any
ffatal shortcomiing occurs. In the event of a defect and/oor the
vviolation of a toolerance limits bby any measuredd or operational value,
S
SoftDLC can im
mmediately triggger various types of alarms thaat can
bbe transmittedd to the relevant personnel through diffferent
cconfigurable meethods.
P
Process monitorring can make manual intermeediate tests reduundant
aas process data iis continuously captured. This rreduces testing eefforts
aand cuts cycle times, resultinng in increased machine throuughput
rrates and cost saavings.
S
SoftDLC may bbe used at all stages of produuction: wire draawing,
w
wire insulationn, twinning, unnit/layer strandding, armouringg and
ssheathing. Thee module allow
ws for the cenntral storage of
o all
ooperating, admiinistrative and m
measured data. Process data can
c be
ddisplayed withinn company’s neetwork or relayeed off-site via reemote
cconnection. Insstructions (helpp texts, standarrds, specificatioons or
rrecipes) for machine
m
set-up and possible connection to ERP
iinformation enaables to optimiize the processs, to reduce sttart-up
llosses and maxiimize material uutilization. The system allows ffor the
rreduction of thee “human failuree” factor: the opperator receivess clear
iinstructions onliine (for set-up aand testing) and is relieved from
m other
aadministrative aactivities. Decissions making is no longer subjective
bbut based on obbjective inputs: clear tolerancee limits for meaasured
vvalues, clear “goood/bad” status definition.
S
SoftDLC fulfills the requirem
ments of statisttical process control
((SPC). It providdes the basic daata needed for the analysis off weak
sspots and hennce is the preecondition for continuous prrocess
iimprovement. Itt can display evvaluations valuees (for e.g., stattistical
vvalues) or the results of calcculations (for ee.g., mean valuues or
oovality). Continnuous capture of process datta allows to m
manage
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4.2
2 Additiona
al tools conn
nected with tthe use of th
he
So
oftDLC modu
ule and proc
cessing equiipment
In line with the follow-up
f
of proocess data, otheer tools have beeen
devveloped to tracce and supportt the performannce of producttion
proocesses:


Bar Codde Driven Operaations: Most com
mmon controls aand
inputs can
c be operated with a bar codde reader and ppreprinted bbar code commaand tables. This avoids, or reducces,
input errrors and unnnecessary handlling of compuuter
interfacees such as touchhscreen, keyboarrd and any trackking
devices, with dirty handds or tools.



OEE (O
Overall Equipm
ment Efficiencyy) tracking toools:
Allowinng following thhe “Availabilityy”, “Performannce”
and “Quuality” of the prooduction. Produuction data is tracced
and connnected with “staatus inputs” givven by the operaator
concerniing the situatioon of the prodduction equipmeent.
Tracing downtime reaasons can easily give valuaable
informattion to operaations manageement concernning
operatorr’s efficiency, the
t maintenancce situation of the
equipmeent and the efficiency of producct-type changes.



MSD (M
Machine Set-up Datasheets): Thhe structure of the
system allows integratiing additional data
d
related to the
set-up off machines. Reccipes and machinne adjustments ccan
be show
wn on operattor’s workstatiion. All data is
networkked by article nuumbers thus linkking: Machine S
Setup, Prodduct Specificatioon Testing Plann and Quality D
Data
Values ttogether.

Byy linking all infoormation withinn the same data pool, any valuaable
datta connected witth quality or perrformance of a processing
p
line ccan
be traced and storeed. High level innformation suchh as material usage
mption, up-tim
me (associated with maintenannce
or energy consum
plaans) and produuction time, orr low level innfo related to the
perrformance of line componentts, can be inteerlinked to givee a
dettailed overview of products, proocesses and evennts occurring in the
woorkshop.
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5
5. CIQ 3.0
0 Data Man
nagement and Data
Evalua
ation
C
CIQ networks aall measuring annd testing devicces into one com
mmon
ssystem and storres all the acquuired data in a central
c
data storage /
ccommon reposiitory called QDM
M (Quality Datta Module). It aallows
ddirect access to process and testting data practiccally in real timee. The
hheart of the CIQ
Q system is buiilt on a central m
module supportted by
vvarious communnication, visualiization and reporrting modules.

Tesst specifications, and the relatted test orders,, are the basis for
speecific and detailled tests, reportss and the furtheer evaluation steeps.
Alll parameters, lim
mit values, form
mulas, master daata, reports, quaality
chaarts may be deefined from thee office. Avoidaance of expenssive
douuble or missed tests, reductionn in testing sett-up, planning aand
hum
man errors riskks combined witth a coherent, uunified system are
maaximizing the eff
fficiency of qualiity tracking.
Thhe stored data generated
g
by alll the productionn stages and arreas
proovides the quaality assurance employees w
with the necesssary
infformation needeed to perform detailed weak spot analyses aand
alloows systematicc identificationn of existing pproblems. It aalso
proovides the basiis for verifiablee quality docum
mentation towaards
cusstomers, or otheer stakeholders,, by facilitatingg the establishm
ment
andd the maintenaance of an exxact and uniforrm documentattion
sysstem.
Thhe collected dataa forms the basiss for a holistic, ccross-plant analyysis
of fields for improovement. This approach does not stop when the
firsst “why” questioon is raised but iis capable findinng the root causee of
a problem.
p
This allows CIQ too become the central
c
point oof a
conntinuous optimiization process reaching beyonnd the limits of the
shoop floor.

Figure 6. M
Modular set-u
up of the CIQ s
system with itts
centrall heart QDM
K
Keeping and stooring all raw meeasurements can be relatively difficult
((especially for in-line process monitoring witth SoftDLC or when
pperforming Higgh Frequency caable performance measurementss) due
tto the high am
mount of generaated values. Thhe specific desiign of
Q
QDM allows thhe storage of thhe totality of thhe raw measurements
eenabling immeddiate or subseqquent analyses. 100% backwarrd and
fforward traceabbility is possiblee and is supporrted with approopriate
ffiltering and soorting tools. A ddefect in raw m
material, for exaample,
ccan be traced too the relevant shhipment. Vice vversa, it is possiible to
ddetermine otherr products that hhave been affecteed by the same faulty
rraw material.
Q
QDM enables pperformance evaaluations by a wide
w range of crriteria.
F
For example, thhe production m
manager can use the data to graddually
ttighten limits annd optimize prodduction and matterial usage accoording
tto allowed toleerances. The syystem can gennerate quality ccharts,
pperiodic reportss, product mannufacturing cardds or other repporting
ddocuments suppporting the iddentification off possible fieldds of
iimprovements. QDM sustains the reduction of assessment costs
ssince many evalluation procedurres can be autom
mated.

5
5.1 Supporrting the Man
nagement off Quality as w
well
a
as Quality A
Assurance pe
ersonnel
N
Networking annd centralizing allows to ddramatically sim
mplify
iinspection plannning because itt automates annd standardizes many
pprocedures. Forr example for ssimilar productss, CIQ can use basic
aand product fam
mily inspectionn plans, thus reeducing the efffort of
m
manual data inpput. It cuts testinng and evaluationn efforts and proovides
tthe basis for eff
fficient productioon processes annd optimized maaterial
uusage. In this w
way, it allows saaving material costs and reducees outoof-specification products.
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a flow and ins
spection task managementt
Figure 7. Data
b
based on CIQ and ERP data
a
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C
CIQ when set uup as a general quality data proocessing conceppt and
ttool, called InQ
QDaS (Integrateed Quality Dataa System), based on
Q
QDM and ERP data, allows to guide quality m
managers in desiigning
aand setting-up the global quality flow leadding up to the final
iinspection of a product. Buildd on the core functions
fu
of QD
DM, it
aallows to manaage and perforrm, on one prooduct, several timely
t
sstaggered testss per process step. The moodule receives “test
pproduction ordeers” from the ER
RP system and gives feedback about
tthe testing statuus (partly inspeccted, blocked, tto be scrapped, to be
rrepaired, to be ddivided or inspecction completedd).
IIn the event of a defect, suittable measures are initiated by
b the
ssystem or the uuser (for exam
mple by generatiing defect messages,
ggiving instructioons for re-measuuring, defect treaatment or scrappping).
IIndividual labells and reports can
c be generatedd and broader, crossttask evaluationss are possible.

6
6. Specia
ally develo
oped softw
ware modules
S
Since CIQ has been developedd essentially forr the Wire and Cable
iindustry, speciific requiremennts have geneerated the needd for
ddeveloping speccial modules inn order to extennd the possibilitties of
tthe system and to
t cover particullar expectations of this industryy.

6
6.1 The “Me
erlin” Speciffication Editor
M
Merlin is an edditor supporting the design of sspecifications annd the
rrelated test ordeers and test planns in the area oof complex testss. The
ccreation of speccifications is carrried out by usinng predefined funnction
bblocks and thhe relevant measurement paarameters. Theyy are
cconsisting of ddifferent set-up parameters, allready prefilledd with
ddefault values but easily editablle by the user.
A
All essential iinput parameterrs are presenteed to the userr and
rregrouped in ddifferent tabs. The use of prredefined param
meters
eenables to generrate test plans annd test orders inn a short time w
without
hhaving to lookk and understaand all the reelationships between
ddifferent param
meters. After ediiting, the coherence of all entrries is
cchecked by the system and onnly in case succcessful result; thhe test
oorder will be creeated.
F
For example, thhe module has bbeen implementeed in connectionn with
tthe execution off complex electtrical tests allow
wing to go far beeyond
tthe normal use oof a simple Vecttor Network Annalyser (VNA) by:


Drivinng and controlling the VNA.



Perforrming measurem
ments in sweep m
mode and/or by using
frequeency tables.



Entering of an unlim
mited number off measurement ppoints
(not llimited by the specific
s
VNA annd with open chhoices
for staart/stop frequenccies and the num
mber of points)



Generration of compleex limit curves.



Drivinng of fully automatic
a
calibbration manageement
includding automated calibration proccedure.



Contrrol of a wide raange of measureement modes suuch as
HF Sw
weep, HF Sweeep(Alien), HF C
Coax-50, HF Coaax-75,
HF fixxed frequency, LF single cores, LF pairs, LF trriples,
LF quuads, LCL, LCT
TL, TCL, TCTL
L, TI, AS, worsst case
summ
maries for HF-Sw
weep / LF / HF
F discrete frequeencies,
inducctance, conductaance and high vooltage.
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Figure 8. Typical example of generated testing reportt

6.2
2 Defect Re
ecording and
d Evaluation
n System
mo
odule (DRES
S)
DR
RES is an additiional module deesigned for a connvenient recordding
andd evaluating off defects that aare detected dur
uring and after the
prooduction processs. DRES recoords defects ssystematically aand
anaalyses potential defect causes, defect
d
types, deefect consequencces.
Thhen, as soon as a defect cause iis recognized, sselective correcttive
meeasures can be iimmediately prooposed, such as the segregationn of
thee deficient produuct. After correcction of the defeect, the product ccan
be released for furtther processing.
RES can be inntegrated into the normal test procedure thhus
DR
alloowing for the complete tracceability includding blocking aand
releeasing of faultyy products. It can
c also be used as an individdual
moodule instead off “defect cards” w
which are still uused in many caable
maanufacturing plannts.
DR
RES has full access to CIQ
Q’s pool of ddata, especially to
meeasurement and machine data,, and vice verssa. Therefore vvery
meeaningful additioonal evaluationss reports can be provided thankss to
thiss module.
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6.4 Monitoring modules for the follow up of slow
moving cyclical measurements

DRES

Figure 9. The DRES data flow and segregation process

6.3 Management module for Laboratory Testing
(TYPLAB)
TYPLAB is specially designed for the management of laboratory
tests. It allows planning, performance evaluation and the
documentation of all kind of investigations. The system fulfils the
requirements in documentation depth, traceability and data
protection.
The advantage of TYPLAB, compared with standard test orders, is
its capability in combining various individual orders into a single
high level test order. In a regular production mode, process tests are
forced to be performed in sequential succession. If TYPLAB is
applied for final inspection, the tests can be performed in any
sequences or simultaneously.
Within the TYPLAB system, all test orders and their respective
partial orders can be checked and their current production status can
be continuously monitored. Deadlines, status lists, various reports,
certificates and evaluations can easily be generated.

Figure 10. Sequence of partial inspection orders
managed by TYPLAB

6.4.1 Automatic Long Term Testing module (MEC –
Mechanical Cycling Test). The additional module MEC has
been specifically designed to control long-time tests (e. g. bending
tests, drag chain tests). The system allows for the tracking of values
measured after reaching a predefined amount of cycles (e.g., the
resistance value of a cable can be measured after each set of 1’000
bends and its evolution within the time can be traced). MEC
provides a precisely arranged table containing the most important
data and processing stages of all the connected devices. Among
them, status, busy times, target specifications, current values and
defects can be monitored.
6.4.2 Monitoring of slow reacting processes or
equipment (DMS – Distributed Monitoring System). The
DMS module serves for the acquisition, display and storage of
measured values made in several locations (e. g. various laboratory
heating cabinets and climate chambers). It periodically gathers
measurement data, after reaching a predefined amount of time, from
each test stations via the local area network. The values are then
transferred for visualization to CIQ, offering the opportunity to
monitor measured data for each individual channel. The projection
contains a clear representation of the most important data of all
configured devices. Among them, status, busy times, target
specifications, current values and defects can be tracked.
The time line of the measurements may be represented in charts and
reports. Due to the concept of separating device-specific driver on
one side and the visualization on the other hand, DMS reaches a
high degree of flexibility concerning connected devices and the type
of tracked values.

7. Practical example and results of a CIQ
implementation
The case relates to a large worldwide active group producing
telecom cables in Germany. The quality control was consisting in
several quality islands. Management decided to integrate those
stand-alone units into a unique one, in order to: manage and
centralize the data of all electrical tests and allow real time
monitoring & visualization of the entire production process.
CIQ solution was installed, including modules for process data
capture (SoftDLC), inspection data capture, data visualization,
analyse and reporting within a network of 25 workstations.
The implementation resulted in a strong reduction of non-quality
costs, the possibility to reassign IT personal to other duties and to
release load from quality and manufacturing personnel.
Payback of the global investment was made within one year and
management decided to roll out the CIQ system in two additional
production sites.
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8. Summary and conclusions

9. Authors

The developed CIQ system fully meets the classical needs generated
by the “continuous improvement” processes.

Manuel Felder has obtained his master in Micro engineering in
1989 at the Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne
(Switzerland).

But these are only the basics, since its modular and flexible
structure allows adapting it to the requirements embracing Industry
4.0, by supporting:


Real-time data gathering and data analytics



Process and value chain optimisation/adjustment



Seamless interconnection of individual data and quality
islands



Decentralized intelligence and offering fundamentals for
“Internet of Things” (IoT)



Optimization of management and production processes
and support in decision making

CIQ capabilities have been adapted to cover all the information
flows existing on the factory floor and beyond, such as:


Gathering of continuous process data values and
production events



Quality and measured values of all intermediate or final
tests made on the product



“Type Test” or other laboratory tests



Real time visualisation and full access to formatted and
standardized data

Bidirectional communication allows for the gathering and the
combining of the needed product and production information from
ERP or other databases. Service oriented interface management, not
dependant on any specific hardware or communication interface,
allows easy integration and flexible adjustment of the system to any
actual or future needs.

He joined the wire and cable industry
through the extrusion technology
supplier Maillefer where he held
several
positions
in
project
management,
operations
and
engineering. He later managed the
telecommunication cable business,
global sales & marketing and finally
the Swiss production unit with the
“Pipe Business” division.
Manuel joined AESA in 2017 as Business Development Manager
for the CIQ quality management system.

Wolfgang Klein holds a degree of Dipl.-Ing. (TH) Information
Technology from RWTH Aachen University (Germany).
During and after his university
education he worked in the testing
department of the German cable
manufacturer Kerpenwerk. His
responsibilities connected with
central IT were related to
networking and automating test
equipment.
In 1994, he joined M.E.A. (Mauf
und Rudow) where he used his
practical experience to design the Quality Management System
CIQ 3.0. He also developed the foundation of some modern
telecom automatic test equipment such as the balunless data cable
measurement systems “Cobalt”.
Since the merger of M.E.A. and AESA, he continues his role as
head of the System Development Department.

With a complete CIQ quality data management system
implemented in the shop floor, each end-product unit leaving the
factory, has the possibility to be connected to all measurements,
parameters or events that occurred during its manufacturing cycle.
Capability for storing, retrieving, sorting, analysing all these
parameters during production or after delivery and during the entire
life-cycle of the product are essential to set the basics for the
continuous development of any modern manufacturing activity.
The capability to keep all archived values permanently and readily
accessible allows easy access to historical data for an infinite
amount of time independently of the amount of stored information.
A better understanding of the parameters having influenced the
performances and the quality of the final product can be essential
for compulsory or legal traceability purposes. Additionally, this can
serves R&D tasks and help develop further customer’s global
experience to insure the profitable growth of any cable producer.
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